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Coordination of hydraulic thresholds across roots, stems, and
leaves of two co-occurring mangrove species
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ABSTRACT
Mangroves are frequently inundated with saline water and have evolved different

35

anatomical and physiological mechanisms to filter and, in some species, excrete excess

36

salt from the water they take up. Because salts impose osmotic stress, interspecific

37

differences in salt tolerance and salt management strategy may influence physiological

38

responses to drought throughout the entire plant hydraulic pathway, from roots to leaves.

39

Here, we characterized embolism vulnerability simultaneously in leaves, stems, and roots

40

of seedlings of two mangrove species (Avicennia marina and Bruguiera gymnorrhiza)

41

along with turgor-loss points in roots and leaves and xylem anatomical traits. In both

42

species, the water potentials causing 50% of total embolism were less negative in roots

43

and leaves than they were in stems, but the water potentials causing incipient embolism

44

(5%) were similar in roots, stems, and leaves. Stomatal closure in leaves and turgor loss

45

in both leaves and roots occurred at water potentials only slightly less negative than the

46

water potentials causing 5% of total embolism. Xylem anatomical traits were unrelated to

47

vulnerability to embolism. Vulnerability segmentation may be important in limiting

48

embolism spread into stems from more vulnerable roots and leaves. Interspecific

49

differences in salt tolerance affected hydraulic traits from roots to leaves: the salt-secretor

50

A. marina lost turgor at more negative water potentials and had more embolism-resistant

51

xylem than the salt-excluder B. gymnorrhiza. Characterizing physiological thresholds of

52

roots may help to explain recent mangrove mortality after drought and extended saltwater

53

inundation.

54
55
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INTRODUCTION

59

Globally forests are threatened by increases in the frequency and severity of droughts,

60

which stress plants beyond their physiological thresholds leading to irreversible hydraulic

61

dysfunction (Choat et al., 2012; Adams et al., 2017; Brodribb et al., 2020a). As plant organs

62

desiccate and their water potentials become more negative, their organs pass a series of

63

thresholds associated with loss of different physiological functions (Bartlett et al., 2016;

64

Trueba et al., 2019; Sorek et al., 2021). Some of these functions, such as declines in leaf gas

65

exchange, are reversible and can recover after short-term droughts, while others, such as the
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entry and spread of air embolisms in the xylem are likely irreversible and irreparable, leading

67

to permanent tissue death (Brodribb and Cochard, 2009; Skelton et al., 2017a; Brodersen et

68

al., 2019). How plants survive and recover from droughts depends on the vulnerability of

69

different positions in the transpiration stream from roots to leaves. Indeed, both xylem

70

hydraulic efficiency and the vulnerability of the xylem to air embolism can vary along the

71

hydraulic pathway (Soriano et al. 2020), although rarely have measurements of xylem

72

vulnerability been made in roots, stems, and leaves (Skelton et al., 2017b; Losso et al., 2018;

73

Rodriguez-Dominguez et al., 2018). Furthermore, different plant organs have different

74

construction costs and longevities and may therefore differ in their resistance to embolism.

75

This ‘vulnerability segmentation hypothesis’ therefore predicts that short-lived, less

76

expensive, and more easily replaceable organs, such as leaves and roots, may be be more

77

vulnerable to embolism than more costly and long-lived structures, such as stems

78

(Zimmermann, 1978; Tyree and Ewers, 1991; Tyree and Zimmermann, 2013). Understanding

79

whole-plant tolerances to prolonged droughts and their potential post-drought recovery

80

depends on quantifying these critical physiological thresholds in response to declining water

81

potentials throughout the entire plant, from the roots to the leaves.

82

Water moves from the roots to the leaves under tension generated by the evaporation

83

of water inside the leaf and its diffusion from the leaf interior to the atmosphere (Dixon and

84

Joly, 1895). One way of limiting water loss in the face of drought is to close stomata (Jones

85

and Sutherland, 1991; Meinzer, 2002). Stomatal sensitivity to declining water potential can

86

vary among species but is thought to occur prior to incipient xylem embolism (Martin-StPaul

87

et al., 2017; Creek et al., 2020). Because embolism spread through the xylem network is

88

likely irreversible in most species and can lead to mortality, thresholds of embolism

89

resistance–such as the water potentials at stomatal closure, leaf turgor loss, incipient

90

embolism spread (e.g. 5% or 12% of total embolism), and 50% and 88% declines in

91

hydraulic conductivity–are considered key indicators of drought tolerance (Choat et al., 2012;

92

Bartlett et al., 2014; Bartlett et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2018; Skelton et al., 2018; Skelton et al.,

93

2021). Furthermore, differences in critical water potentials–such as those at which stomatal

94

closure, turgor loss (Ψtlp), incipient embolism formation (P5, 5% of total embolism or 5% loss

95

of conductivity), and 50% of total embolism or loss of conductivity (P50) occur–represent

96

safety margins that may themselves indicate different strategies for tolerating or avoiding

97

drought (Choat et al., 2012; Skelton et al., 2018). Understanding the impacts of drought on

98

plant species and their ability to recover after drought requires characterizing these

99

physiological thresholds throughout the entire plant. Yet, rarely have drought thresholds in
3
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100

leaves, stems, and roots been quantified together.
Quantifying vulnerability to embolism throughout the plant hydraulic pathway and

102

testing the vulnerability segmentation hypothesis have been limited primarily by

103

methodological problems involved in measuring vulnerability to embolism spread in organs

104

more delicate than stems, such as leaves and roots. Traditional hydraulic methods that

105

quantify loss of hydraulic conductivity, though considered the standard to which all other

106

methods are compared, have various artifacts associated with sample preparation (Cochard et

107

al., 2013; Rockwell et al., 2014; Venturas et al., 2019). Until recently, quantifying

108

vulnerability in different organs (e.g., leaves and stems) has required different methods, such

109

as comparing percent loss of hydraulic conductivity of excised stem segments to percent loss

110

of leaf hydraulic conductance. The fragility of some tissues has made them particularly

111

difficult to measure using hydraulic methods (Froux et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2016).

112

However, recent advances in visualization methods, such as high resolution microcomputed

113

tomography (microCT) and the optical vulnerability (OV) method, have enabled insights into

114

the process of embolism formation (reviewed in Brodersen et al. 2019). Because these

115

visualization methods are often less invasive than hydraulic methods and do not require

116

excision, they have enabled quantification of vulnerability to embolism spread in fragile

117

structures like reproductive organs (Zhang and Brodribb, 2017; Roddy et al., 2018; Bourbia

118

et al., 2020), roots (Rodriguez-Dominguez et al., 2018), and herbaceous leaves (Johnson et

119

al., 2018), as well as higher spatial and temporal resolution of embolism dynamics, such as

120

embolism spread in different leaf vein orders (Brodribb et al., 2016a; Scoffoni et al., 2017)

121

and characterization of changes in tissues other than the xylem during desiccation (Cuneo et

122

al., 2016; Roddy et al., 2018). While these optical methods often produce similar

123

vulnerability curves to those produced by hydraulic methods (Brodribb et al., 2020b;

124

Gauthey et al. 2020), these methods do sometimes disagree, which may be due to a

125

combination of differences in what the methods measure (e.g., declines in hydraulic

126

conductivity versus abundance of embolized vessels) and the influence of xylem network

127

organization and sectoriality on water movement and visualization of embolism (Venturas et

128

al., 2019).

129

Because these optical methods allow for the same method to be applied to all organs

130

often simultaneously, they enable more direct comparison of vulnerability in different organs.

131

Noninvasive microCT methods have shown leaves to be more vulnerable than stems in Vitis

132

species (Charrier et al., 2016), differences in vulnerability among leaves, stems, and roots in

133

Acer pseudoplatanus (Losso et al., 2018), differences in vulnerability between leaves and
4
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stems in B. pendula and L. nobilis (Klepsch et al., 2018), but no vulnerability segmentation in

135

Fagus sylvatica (Losso et al., 2018), L. tulipifera (Klepsch et al., 2018), and Pinus pinaster

136

(Bouche et al., 2016). The optical vulnerability (OV) method has shown roots to be less

137

vulnerable than leaves or stems in olive (Rodriguez-Dominguez et al., 2018), leaves to be

138

more vulnerable than stems in oaks (Skelton et al., 2021) and winter-deciduous woody

139

species (Avila et al. 2021), but no segmentation in tomato (Skelton et al., 2017b) and woody

140

sclerophyllous species (Smith‐Martin et al., 2020). This difference in vulnerability between

141

organs within an individual plant may be species-specific and depend on xylem anatomy

142

(Lens et al., 2011; Jansen and Nardini, 2014) and habitat, with species from more arid

143

habitats having greater levels of hydraulic and vulnerability segmentation than those from

144

more mesic habitats (Zanne et al., 2006; Schenk et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2016).

145

One particularly interesting group of plants long important in studies of plant

146

hydraulics is mangroves, which are almost constantly exposed to saline water that imposes an

147

energetic demand on water acquisition. Mangroves were the focus of early studies of plant

148

water potential and hydrostatic pressure gradients precisely because extracting water from the

149

soil is more energetically costly in saline than in non-saline soils (Scholander et al., 1962;

150

Scholander et al., 1964; Scholander et al., 1965). Mangroves often rely on highly suberized,

151

hydrophobic bands in the root endodermis called Casparian strips, which help to exclude 85-

152

95% of the salt in their source water from their roots (Krishnamurthy et al., 2014; Reef and

153

Lovelock, 2015). Some species possess glands in their leaves that secrete salt (Waisel et al.,

154

1986), while others lack salt glands but are able to filter out 99% of environmental salt before

155

it enters their roots (Paliyavuth et al., 2004; Reef and Lovelock, 2015). Nonetheless,

156

mangroves typically operate at water potentials substantially more negative than other

157

terrestrial plants due to the very negative osmotic potentials of their saline source water,

158

suggesting that their tissues and organs might be particularly resistant to xylem embolism

159

spread. Yet, relatively little is known about mangrove vulnerability to embolism, with only

160

six true mangrove species having been studied previously. Together, these studies show

161

various degrees of inter- and intra-specific vulnerability to embolism and loss of hydraulic

162

conductivity in stems (Sperry et al., 1988; Melcher et al., 2001; Ewers et al., 2004; Jiang et

163

al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2021a; Jiang et al., 2021b). Notably, in none of these studies has the

164

vulnerability to embolism of either roots or leaves been measured.

165

In the present study, we quantified differences in vulnerability to embolism among

166

roots, stems, and leaves of seedlings of two common, co-occurring mangrove species:

167

Avicennia marina (Forsskål) Vierhapper (Acanthaceae) and Bruguiera gymnorrhiza (L.)
5
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Savigny (Rhizophoraceae). Both species are widely distributed across the Indo-West Pacific

169

region and often co-occur, but A. marina has greater salinity tolerance and can be found in

170

more extreme habitats (e.g., Red Sea, southern Australia and New Zealand) and low,

171

intermediate, and high intertidal regions, while B. gymnorrhiza is moderately tolerant of salt

172

and absent from extreme environments and low intertidal zones (Tomlinson, 1986; Ball,

173

1988; Clough, 1992; Krauss et al., 2008; Reef and Lovelock, 2015). Differences in habitat

174

preference are associated with differences in salt management strategy: A. marina can take up

175

and excrete excess salt, while B. gymnorrhiza more effectively excludes salt from the water it

176

absorbs. Because A. marina absorbs more salt than B. gymnorrhiza, we predicted that A.

177

marina would lose physiological functions at more negative water potentials than B.

178

gymnorrhiza during drought. Consistent with this hypothesis, these two species exhibit

179

different stomatal and hormonal responses to drought: while B. gymnorrhiza rapidly closes its

180

stomata in response to declining leaf water potential and foliar abscisic acid (ABA)

181

accumulation, stomata in A. marina are less sensitive to declining leaf water potential and

182

exhibit no response to foliar ABA (Jiang et al., 2021a). We hypothesized (1) that the greater

183

stomatal sensitivity of B. gymnorrhiza is associated with greater vulnerability to embolism in

184

roots, stems, and leaves, compared to A. marina, which has less sensitive stomata, (2) that

185

leaves would be much more vulnerable to embolism than both stems and roots, (3) that

186

although embolism resistance would differ between species and vary among individuals,

187

embolism resistance would be coordinated among organs within individuals, such that, for

188

example, individual plants with more resistant stems would have more resistant roots and

189

leaves, and (4) that stomatal closure would precede turgor loss and incipient embolism

190

spread, resulting in large safety margins between these different drought response thresholds.

191
192

RESULTS

193

Embolism spread in roots, stems, and leaves

194

Vulnerability curves of the two species were plotted as cumulative embolized area as a

195

function of stem water potential (Fig. 1) to calculate the water potentials at 50% cumulative

196

embolism (P50) and 5% cumulative embolism (P5), a metric of the water potential at which

197

air first enters the xylem, and additional critical embolism values are reported in Table 1.

198

Consistent with our first hypothesis, B. gymnorrhiza was overall more vulnerable to

199

embolism than A. marina, though the differences between species were less apparent when

200

comparing the P5 values than when comparing the P50 values (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, Table 1).

6
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Species (df = 1, F = 16.47, P < 0.01) but not organs differed significantly (df = 1, F = 2.04, P

202

= 0.20) in the P5. Similarly, species (df = 1, F = 37.63, P < 0.001) but not organs (df = 1, F =

203

0.92, P = 0.37) differed significantly in the P50.

204

In contrast to our second hypothesis, roots were the most vulnerable organ in both

205

species, although root vulnerability did not differ significantly from that of leaves (Fig. 1 and

206

Fig. 2, Table 1). To characterize differences among organs in the P5 and P50 for each species

207

separately, we used linear mixed effects models that included a random effect of individual

208

plant to account for the fact that organs were measured on the same individual plants (Fig. 2).

209

In A. marina, the P5 did not differ significantly between organs, while in B. gymnorrhiza the

210

P5 did differ significantly between stems and roots (z = 3.99, P < 0.001), but not between

211

leaves and either stems (P = 0.14) or roots (P = 0.20) (Fig. 2a). In A. marina, the P50 differed

212

significantly between stems and roots (z = 9.85, P < 0.001), between stems and leaves (z =

213

7.04, P < 0.001), and between roots and leaves (z = 2.81, P < 0.05) (Fig. 2b). In B.

214

gymnorrhiza, the P50 differed significantly between stems and both roots (z = 5.54, P <

215

0.0001) and leaves (z = 3.89, P < 0.001) but not between roots and leaves (P = 0.51) (Fig.

216

2b). To compare these values of P50 obtained using the optical methods to those obtained

217

using traditional hydraulic methods, we also compiled previously reported P50 values for

218

various mangrove species (Fig. 2b). Data from previous studies come entirely from mature

219

adults measured using hydraulic methods and report only the P50 values. These previous data

220

show substantial intraspecific variability in P50: P50s of Avicennia marina and Aegiceras

221

corniculatum vary by 2.7 and 3.0 MPa, respectively, across three sites in Australia (Jiang et

222

al., 2021b), and the P50 of Rhizophora mangle varies by 2.0 MPa between nearby coastal and

223

estuarine sites (Melcher et al., 2001).

224

We also tested whether there was coordination in embolism resistance among organs

225

within individual plants. Within individuals, both A. marina and B. gymnorrhiza showed the

226

same trend in embolism resistance across organs (from least resistant to most resistant) within

227

individual plants: roots < leaves < stems (Fig. 3), although differences in P50 between roots

228

and leaves were not significant in B. gymnorrhiza (LME; P > 0.05). Within individual plants,

229

both the P5 (df = 2, F = 8.64, P < 0.01) and the P50 (df = 2, F = 34.78, P < 0.0001) differed

230

significantly among organs. Despite these significant differences in the P50 between organs

231

within individuals, there was little evidence that plants with more vulnerable xylem in one

232

organ also had more vulnerable xylem in other organs (Fig. 4). While there were significant

233

pairwise correlations between organ P50s among individual plants, these were driven

234

predominantly by the large differences in P50 between species across all organs (Fig. 4).
7
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Within species, the P50s of only roots and leaves were significantly correlated with each

236

other, and this coordination between root P50 and leaf P50 was very strong and highly

237

significant within each species (A. marina: r2 = 0.99, P < 0.0001; B. gymnorrhiza: r2 = 0.99, P

238

< 0.01; Fig. 4b). Thus, in contrast to our third hypothesis, individual plants with more

239

vulnerable stems did not necessarily have more vulnerable leaves or roots (Fig. 4a, c).

240
241

Safety margins between stomatal closure, turgor loss, and incipient

242

embolism

243

We further compared these xylem vulnerability curves to measurements of stomatal

244

conductance (gs) as a function of leaf water potential and the water potential at turgor loss

245

(Ψtlp) in order to determine the order of physiological responses to declining water potential

246

and to assess hydraulic safety margins. We used recently published measurements of stomatal

247

conductance measured during a drought experiment on individuals of similar age and size

248

from both species (Jiang et al. 2021a). Integrating the response of gs to drought with our

249

measurements of vulnerability to embolism showed that while gs of B. gymnorrhiza was

250

more sensitive to declining water potentials than gs of A. marina (blue lines in Fig. 1; Jiang et

251

al., 2021a), in both species complete stomatal closure occurred at similar water potentials as

252

both turgor loss and the P5 (Table 1; Fig. 1; Table 2 in Jiang et al., 2021a). In both species,

253

the water potential at stomatal closure (i.e., gs at 5% of its maximum) was only slightly less

254

negative than the leaf P5. In A. marina stomatal closure occurred at the same water potential

255

as leaf turgor loss, while in B. gymnorrhiza stomatal closure was slightly more negative than

256

the Ψtlp, in contrast to our fourth hypothesis.

257

Contrary to our fourth hypothesis that there would be large safety margins between

258

turgor loss and incipient embolism spread, we found that across both roots and leaves, turgor

259

loss generally occurred at only slightly higher water potentials than the P5, indicative of

260

narrow safety margins between turgor loss and incipient embolism spread (Fig. 5, Table 1).

261

The largest safety margin between Ψtlp and P5 was 1.55 MPa, which occurred for A. marina

262

roots (Fig. 5, Table 1). All other safety margins between turgor loss and incipient embolism

263

were less than 0.7 MPa, with the narrowest (0.26 MPa) occurring in B. gymnorrhiza roots.

264
265

Xylem vulnerability to embolism and xylem anatomy

266

A. marina had smaller diameter xylem vessels than B. gymnorrhiza (df = 1, F = 335.96, P <

267

0.001) (Fig. 6). Vessel diameters differed among organs (df = 2, F = 946.07, P < 0.001), and

8
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these differences among organs were species-dependent (i.e., there was a significant species x

269

organ interaction; df = 2, F = 49.83, P < 0.001). For A. marina, there was no significant

270

difference between stem and root vessel diameters (P = 0.44), but leaf vessel diameters were

271

significantly smaller than both stem (z = 22.09, P < 0.001) and root (z = 15.36, P < 0.001)

272

vessel diameters. For B. gymnorrhiza, vessel diameters were progressively smaller moving

273

from the roots to the leaves, with leaves having smaller vessels than both stems (z = 22.40, P

274

< 0.001) and roots (z = 30.80, P < 0.001) and stems having smaller vessels than roots (z =

275

11.56, P < 0.001).

276

anatomical traits and either P50 or P5 across organs or species (all P > 0.05; Fig. 7).

There were no significant linear relationships between any xylem

277

9
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278

DISCUSSION
Mangroves have long been important in the study of plant water relations (Scholander

280

et al., 1962; Scholander et al., 1964; Scholander et al., 1965). Despite having constant access

281

to water, mangroves are exposed to near constant osmotic stress because this environmental

282

water is saline. To create sufficient tension to drive water uptake, mangroves must reduce the

283

osmotic potential in their cytoplasm by accumulating solutes (Reef and Lovelock, 2015),

284

resulting in more negative turgor loss points (Ψtlp) that can vary with growth salinity

285

(Paliyavuth et al., 2004; Nguyen et al., 2017). Because stomatal closure and turgor loss are

286

thought to occur at less negative water potentials than those at which air embolisms in the

287

xylem form and spread (Skelton et al., 2018; Trueba et al., 2019; Bourbia et al., 2020; Creek

288

et al., 2020; Dayer et al. 2020), we predicted that interspecific differences in salt tolerance

289

would be associated with differences in drought response thresholds throughout the entire

290

plant hydraulic pathway. Here, we characterized embolism formation and spread

291

simultaneously in roots, stems, and leaves of seedlings of two common mangrove species, in

292

combination with measurements of stomatal responses to declining leaf water potential and

293

leaf and root turgor loss points. As we predicted, (1) there were large interspecific differences

294

in vulnerability between these two co-occurring mangrove species that differ in salt tolerance,

295

(2) although stems were more resistant to embolism than both leaves and roots, as we had

296

predicted, roots were surprisingly vulnerable to embolism, and (3) there was coordination in

297

vulnerability across organs within individuals but only for roots and leaves. However, in

298

contrast to our predictions, (4) safety margins between stomatal closure, turgor loss, and

299

incipient embolism spread were very narrow. These results suggest that the saline

300

environment has coordinated effects on cell water balance, stomatal responses, and xylem

301

vulnerability throughout the entire hydraulic pathway from roots to leaves in mangroves.

302

Quantifying embolism thresholds simultaneously in multiple organs on individual

303

plants allows a more complete characterization of thresholds of drought responses,

304

particularly in combination with other physiological measurements (Skelton et al., 2018;

305

Rodriguez-Dominguez et al., 2018; Smith‐Martin et al., 2020; Bourbia et al., 2020; Avila et

306

al., 2021). Because stomatal closure limits water loss that can result in xylem embolism, we

307

predicted that species with greater stomatal sensitivity to declining water potential may also

308

have xylem more vulnerable to embolism. Previous work on seedlings of these two mangrove

309

species has shown that stomatal conductance is more than twice as sensitive to declining leaf

310

water potential in B. gymnorrhiza than it is in A. marina, and this greater sensitivity of gs in

10
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B. gymnorrhiza is associated with a strong ABA response that is absent in A. marina (Fig. 1;

312

Jiang et al., 2021a). Thus, the greater stomatal control in B. gymnorrhiza may protect its more

313

vulnerable xylem (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

314

In addition to overall differences in vulnerability between the two species, in both A.

315

marina and B. gymnorrhiza roots and leaves were more vulnerable to embolism than stems,

316

consistent with the vulnerability segmentation hypothesis (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2; Zimmermann,

317

1978; Tyree and Zimmermann, 2013). Our finding that roots of both A. marina and B.

318

gymnorrhiza were at least as vulnerable as leaves and significantly more vulnerable than

319

stems (Fig. 2) was surprising and suggests that embolism resistance does not vary

320

monotonically along the transpiration stream from the roots to the leaves, as has been shown

321

for Olea europaea (Rodriguez-Dominguez et al., 2018). Because there are many leaves and

322

roots attached to the stem, any single root or leaf may not need to maintain high embolism

323

resistance. This could explain why there is variation in embolism vulnerability between

324

individual roots or leaves on the same plant (Cardoso et al. 2020). The lack of structural

325

redundancy in the stem, which integrates the water taken up by all the roots and distributes it

326

to the leaves, may require it to be more resistant to embolism formation than roots or leaves.

327

Indeed, in habitats where the risk of hydraulic failure is greater, stems are often more

328

segmented and less hydraulically integrated in order to increase hydraulic redundancy (Zanne

329

et al., 2006; Schenk et al., 2008). The ability to absorb water through shoots and leaves may

330

alleviate selection for embolism-resistant roots by providing an alternative pathway for water

331

entry, which may be particularly beneficial to mangroves because root-available water is so

332

often saline (Fuenzalida et al., 2019; Schreel et al., 2019). If building more embolism-

333

resistant roots is costly, then having roots so vulnerable to turgor loss and embolism could

334

restrict mangroves to living where freshwater is readily available. Thus, interspecific

335

differences in root vulnerability may partially explain the fine-scale niche differences

336

between these two species: B. gymnorrhiza is excluded from low intertidal zones and often

337

occurs near brackish water, while A. marina occurs in more extreme habitats and at all

338

intertidal zones (Tomlinson, 1986; Ball, 1988; Clough, 1992).

339

Despite the large variation in vulnerability among species and organs, there was little

340

evidence for coordination in vulnerability across organs within individual plants, and

341

variation in vulnerability was unrelated to the anatomical traits we measured. Only root P50

342

and leaf P50 were coordinated within species (Fig. 4b), and P50s of no other organ pairs were

343

similarly coordinated within species, in contrast to results for Olea europaea (Rodriguez-

344

Dominguez et al., 2018). The large variation in embolism vulnerability observed among
11
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species and organs was unrelated to any xylem anatomical trait measured here (Fig. 7): leaves

346

had significantly narrower vessels than stems and roots (Fig. 6; Table 1), but leaves were no

347

more resistant to embolism than stems or roots (Fig. 2). We also compared our data for

348

mangroves to data from recently published studies in order to identify whether mangroves

349

may be uniquely different in their anatomical traits and embolism vulnerability. The bivariate

350

distributions of P50s and anatomical traits of these two mangroves were similar to those of

351

six other species (Fig. 7). We extend these analyses to show that these anatomical traits also

352

do not correlate with the P5. Although these anatomical traits have been considered important

353

predictors of P50 (Hacke et al., 2001; Brodribb & Holbrook, 2005; Jiang et al., 2017; Olson

354

et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019; Degraeve et al., 2021; Thonglim et al., 2021), our results and

355

other recent studies have found no relationships between xylem P50s and these anatomical

356

traits (Rodriguez-Dominguez et al., 2018; Losso et al., 2018; Avila et al., 2021).

357

If embolism vulnerability depends on air entry into the xylem, then traits other than

358

the xylem anatomical traits we measured may be more predictive of xylem vulnerability to

359

embolism. These may include the wettability of the xylem, the location of air around the

360

xylem, proximity to already embolized conduits, and the location and structure of pits where

361

air can seed into the xylem (Lens et al., 2011; Guan et al., 2021; Kaack et al., 2021).

362

Additionally, these traits may have different effects on initial air entry (e.g., the P5) and later

363

embolism spread (e.g., the P50). Only the more vulnerable B. gymnorrhiza exhibited

364

significant differences among organs in initial air entry thresholds (Fig. 2). The more

365

embolism-resistant A. marina had statistically indistinguishable P5 values in roots, stems, and

366

leaves, suggesting that xylem in these organs is equally vulnerable to initial air entry.

367

However, significant differences in P50s among A. marina organs suggest that organs

368

differed in the rate at which air embolism spreads once it is present in the xylem network,

369

with stems having more gradual accumulation of embolized vessel area compared to leaves

370

and roots (Fig. 3). Embolism spread through the xylem network depends on having a source

371

for the gas that fills conduits, and already embolized conduits can provide a source and

372

pathway for air to seed from one vessel to another (Guan et al., 2021). Other xylem traits

373

besides those measured here, such as conduit end walls and their pit membranes, have been

374

suggested to influence how readily air embolisms move from conduit to conduit, and

375

differences in these traits among organs could explain the inter-organ differences in

376

embolism accumulation that we observed (Figs. 1-3; Zhang et al., 2017; Kaack et al., 2019;

377

Zhang et al., 2020; Guan et al., 2021). Air can also be present in other parts of the plant

378

besides embolized conduits, such as the leaf mesophyll or aerenchyma in stems and roots.
12
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Because they almost always stand in water, mangroves often produce aerial roots with

380

lenticels that allow for air entry into the roots and distribution through aerenchyma

381

(Purnobasuki & Suzuki, 2005). The location of aerenchyma in the roots relative to the xylem

382

may be important in determining vulnerability to initial air entry (i.e., P5). Integrating other

383

methods for characterizing embolism spread, such as the pneumatic method, and

384

characterization of other traits, such as the spatial distribution of aerenchyma and pit

385

structure, may improve our understanding of the relationship between xylem structure and

386

embolism vulnerability (Guan et al., 2021).

387

Because mangroves are often exposed to saline water and because increasing salinity

388

can result in more negative Ψtlp (Nguyen et al., 2017), we predicted that interspecific

389

differences in salinity tolerance may have cascading consequences on multiple physiological

390

thresholds throughout the plant and impact hydraulic safety margins (Fig. 8). As drought

391

proceeds, it is thought that stomatal closure occurs as positive turgor pressure is lost, which is

392

then followed by embolism formation and spread through the xylem (Jones and Sutherland,

393

1991; Bartlett et al., 2016; Skelton et al., 2018; Trueba et al., 2019; Sorek et al., 2021).

394

Maintaining positive turgor pressure is required for stomata to remain open, and so it is

395

perhaps not surprising that Ψtlp and gs closure occurred at similar water potentials in the

396

mangroves studied here (Table 1, Fig. 1). After turgor loss, embolisms can appear in the

397

xylem, and leaves of some species exhibit large safety margins between turgor loss and

398

incipient embolism spread (Dayer et al., 2020; Avila et al., 2021; Sorek et al., 2021).

399

However, we found relatively narrow safety margins between turgor loss and the P5, though

400

they were not as narrow as has been reported for oak leaves (Skelton et al., 2018). Because

401

turgor loss involves plasmolysis (Scholander et al., 1964) and, in some organs, tissue collapse

402

(Roddy et al., 2018), turgor loss may cause irreversible tissue changes that may do little to

403

forestall embolism formation in the xylem (Cuneo et al., 2016). While the order of these key

404

physiological thresholds within organs did not differ substantially from other species (Bartlett

405

et al., 2016; Trueba et al., 2019), the range of water potentials over which many of these

406

physiological changes occurred in these two mangroves was remarkably small and they

407

occurred at less negative water potentials than expected (Fig. 8). Because growth salinity can

408

alter Ψtlp (Nguyen et al., 2017) and may also affect embolism vulnerability (Melcher et al.,

409

2001; Jiang et al. 2021b), environmental salinity may drive plasticity in multiple hydraulic

410

traits throughout the plant. We also found that more osmotically active solutes in leaves and

411

roots was associated with more negative P50 (Fig. S4), further suggesting that exposure to

412

saline water may drive shifts in vulnerability to embolism.
13
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Given that mangroves are almost constantly inundated with saline water, we had

414

predicted that they would have xylem very resistant to embolism. Yet roots were as

415

vulnerable to embolism as leaves (Fig. 8, Table 1), suggesting that changes in root hydraulics

416

may be mechanistically linked to stomatal closure (Abdalla et al. 2022) and overall drought

417

tolerance (Bartlett et al. 2022). The narrow range of these critical physiological thresholds

418

suggests that mangroves may be very sensitive to small changes in their environment, such as

419

unusually long saltwater inundation due to extreme weather events (Lagomasino et al. 2021),

420

prolonged drought that precludes freshwater inputs (Duke et al., 2017; Mafigholami et al.,

421

2017), or other stresses that would inhibit their ability to filter out or excrete salts. Thus,

422

better characterizing critical physiological thresholds, particularly in roots, may provide

423

critical mechanisms useful in modeling species responses to a changing climate and extreme

424

weather events.

425
426

CONCLUSIONS

427

Mangroves have long been of interest because of the unique challenges imposed by

428

being nearly constantly inundated with saline water. Here we show that the mangroves

429

studied here experienced stomatal closure, turgor loss, and embolism formation over a very

430

narrow range of water potentials that was not substantially different from those reported for

431

other terrestrial species. Mangrove leaves and roots were equally vulnerable to embolism and

432

more vulnerable than stems, despite the fact that roots are often constantly inundated with

433

saline water and often experience more negative water potentials than many other terrestrial

434

plant species. The structural and physiological adaptations that allow mangroves to exclude

435

most environmental salt from the water they absorb may relax selection for particularly

436

negative turgor loss points or embolism-resistant xylem. Differences between these two

437

species in salt management strategy may be responsible for interspecific differences in these

438

drought thresholds, suggesting that differences in salt tolerance may influence physiological

439

thresholds from roots to leaves.

440

Our results also highlight how characterizing physiological responses to drought

441

throughout the entire plant hydraulic pathway can provide explanations for observed

442

ecological phenomena. Mangroves globally are threatened by climate change-induced

443

drought and extreme saltwater inundation, both of which have caused large-scale mangrove

444

mortality (Duke et al., 2017; Mafigholami et al., 2017; Saintilan et al., 2020; Lagomasino et

445

al. 2021). Despite living in environments characterized by more negative water potentials
14
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than are experienced by many other terrestrial plant species, mangroves are surprisingly

447

vulnerable to conditions that induce water potential declines. Characterizing these drought

448

thresholds in more mangrove species from different habitats will be critical in predicting

449

mangrove responses to future climate change and to maintaining mangrove forests.

450
451
452

MATERIALS AND METHODS

453

Plant species and study site

454

Seedlings of Avicennia marina and Bruguiera gymnorrhiza were initially grown on the beach

455

at the Guangxi Mangrove Research Center, Guangxi Academy of Sciences, Guangxi, China,

456

in 10 cm x 10 cm square pots that were 20 cm high and filled with seashore soil substrate

457

from the adjacent mangrove forest (Fig. S1). The pots were partially sunk into the soil so that

458

the soil level inside the pots was only about 5 cm above the soil level outside the pots. The

459

seedlings were grown under full sun and exposed to natural tide inundation. When seedlings

460

were approximately two years old and about 50-70 cm height above the soil surface, pots

461

were extracted from the soil, keeping the root system intact in the pots, and transported to

462

Guangxi University, Nanning (Guangxi, China), where they were grown in a glasshouse with

463

natural lighting (full-sun except for partial shading by the glasshouse itself) and natural

464

variability in temperature (15-35 ℃) and air humidity (60-90%). For the 1-3 months until

465

measurements commenced, pots were kept in secondary buckets filled with water and salt

466

(NaCl, 0.6% w/v in water). The water level in the secondary buckets was maintained by

467

refilling with tap water to just above the soil surface 1-2 times per week. During this time, a

468

slow-release fertilizer was applied once every two weeks.

469
470

Optical vulnerability (OV) curves

471

The vulnerability of roots, stems, and leaves to embolism spread was quantified

472

simultaneously on individual plants using the optical method, according to the description of

473

Brodribb et al. (2016; 2017). Images were captured using custom-built OpenSourceOV

474

(OSOV; http://www.opensourceov.org) clamps with 20x magnification hand lenses for stems

475

and 40x magnification hand lenses for leaves and roots, following the instructions at

476

http://www.opensourceov.org. Images were captured every 5 min using reflected light for

477

stems and roots of both species and for leaf midribs of B. gymnorrhiza and using transmitted

478

light for leaves of A. marina. Images were collected until no more changes in observed
15
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reflectance or transmittance were observed for 24 hours, which took a total of approximately

480

145 hours for each species. All image sequences were analyzed according to the instructions

481

at http://www.opensourceov.org using Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). Embolism events in the

482

xylem are notable because they are spatially large and produce intense color changes between

483

sequential frames. During desiccation other tissues can change color, but these color changes

484

are more gradual (i.e., lower intensity) and are smaller in size.

485

We sampled five seedlings of A. marina and four seedlings of B. gymnorrhiza. We

486

chose seedlings whose main stems measured 50-70 cm in length for OV imaging. At their

487

bases, stem diameters were approximately 10 mm, and close to their apical tips stem

488

diameters were approximately 2-6 mm. For measurements of stems, a small area of the bark

489

about 20-30 mm in length was carefully removed to expose undamaged xylem from one side

490

of the stem, and a thin layer of hydrogel (Tensive Gel; Parker Laboratories Inc., Fairfield, NJ,

491

USA) was applied immediately to the exposed stem to prevent desiccation during image

492

capture. For measurements of roots, the seedlings were gently extracted from the potting

493

medium by first removing the pot and gently rinsing the soil with water to wash it away and

494

expose the roots, which were wrapped in wet paper towel during installation of the OSOV

495

clamp on stems and leaves. The main roots, which measured 2-5 mm in diameter, were

496

chosen for vulnerability measurement and a small area of the bark about 20-30 mm in length

497

was carefully removed to expose undamaged xylem from one side of the root, where a thin

498

layer of hydrogel was applied to prevent desiccation. For measurements on leaves, mature

499

leaves from current year branches were chosen. Leaf veins of A. marina were easy to

500

visualize using transmitted light, but the leaves of B. gymnorrhiza were too thick to be

501

visualized using transmitted light. Instead, leaf midribs of B. gymnorrhiza were visualized

502

with reflected light, as has been done on leaves of other species (Rodriguez-Dominguez et

503

al., 2018). Visualizing B. gymnorrhiza leaf midribs required that some epidermal tissue

504

surrounding the midrib was removed. To determine how much tissue could be removed

505

without damaging the xylem, we first made cross-sections of the midribs of several leaves to

506

determine the depth of the xylem in the midrib. To prevent desiccation during measurements

507

due to removing the epidermal tissue, the exposed midrib was covered with hydrogel. After

508

vulnerability measurements, imaged regions of roots, stems, and leaves were excised and

509

cross-sections made primarily to measure vessel anatomical traits (described below) but also

510

to check whether tissue removal during OV clamp installation damaged the xylem. We

511

found no evidence from these cross-sections that too much tissue had been removed,

512

consistent with other reports that careful sample preparation does not embolize the xylem
16
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513

(Johnson et al., 2020).
Stem water potential was monitored simultaneously with embolism visualization

515

using a stem psychrometer (model PSY1; ICT, Australia). The psychrometer was installed on

516

each measured stem close to the base where the diameter was approximately 10 mm, and at

517

about 20 cm proximal to the stem region being imaged. We installed the stem psychrometer

518

on the thickest region of the stem. Water potential was recorded every 10 min, while the

519

cooling time for the psychrometer was checked to ensure precise measurement of the wet-

520

bulb temperature. To further validate the psychrometer measurements after installation, we

521

made periodic (4-6 times within the first 48 h) measurements of leaf water potential using a

522

Scholander pressure chamber (0.01 MPa resolution; PMS Instrument Company, Albany, OR,

523

USA) (Fig. S2). If the psychrometer and pressure chamber were in good agreement in the

524

first 48 h, we stopped measuring leaves with the pressure chamber to prevent removing too

525

many leaves. For plants on which psychrometer measurements could not be made, we

526

periodically measured the potentials of leaves covered with aluminum foil and bagged so that

527

they could equilibrate with stem water potential. These measurements on leaves were spaced

528

to encompass the duration of the optical embolism events. To match water potential to

529

embolism events, we assumed water potential declined linearly between consecutive water

530

potential measurements, allowing interpolation of water potential at every time point. During

531

OV measurements, plants were kept in a small laboratory where the temperature was held

532

constant and where the windows were covered and the lights kept off in order to allow the

533

plants to slowly desiccate and water potentials to equilibrate.

534
535

Xylem anatomy

536

After samples were removed from the OV clamps, the imaged regions of roots, stems, and

537

leaf petioles were excised and stored in FAA solution (Formaldehyde, 5% v/v; Acetic acid,

538

5% v/v; Ethyl alcohol, 55% v/v; Water, 35% v/v) until being sectioned using a Leica

539

microtome (Model RM 2235, Leica Microsystems). Cross-sections were stained with 1%

540

(w/v in water) Alcian blue solution for 1-5 min, then washed with water and stained with

541

Safranin O (0.5% w/v in water) for 15 min, to increase visual contrast and imaged at 20x

542

magnification on a Leica DM3000 microscope fitted with a DFC295 CCD camera using LAS

543

software (Leica Microsystems, Wetzler, Germany).

544

(Schindelin et al., 2012) by measuring two perpendicular diameters of each lumen and the

545

thickness of the double wall (t) between two adjacent lumens. Because small vessels are

17
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unlikely to be observed by the optical devices and because small vessels contribute very little

547

to water flow, we measured only vessels with lumen diameters > 5 μm. In roots and stems,

548

we found no vessels smaller than even 10 µm in diameter.

549

calculated from these two perpendicular diameters by assuming that lumens were ellipses in

550

cross-section, which was then used to calculate the diameter of a circle with an equivalent

551

area. The thickness to span ratio, (t/b)3, is often considered a measure of resistance to conduit

552

collapse and, therefore, is thought to be linked to vulnerability to embolism (Hacke et al.,

553

2001; Brodribb and Holbrook, 2005). Although we did not measure the distance from the

554

apex where anatomical traits were sampled, these measurements were made on the same

555

region of each organ that was visualized for embolism vulnerability measurements.

Vessel diameter (b) was

556
557

Measurement of pressure–volume curves

558

Pressure-volume curves were constructed for leaves (n = 3) and roots (n = 3) of both species,

559

following protocols published for leaves and other organs (Tyree and Hammel, 1972; Nguyen

560

et al., 2017; Roddy et al., 2019) and briefly described here. Seedlings from the greenhouse

561

were moved to the laboratory, then watered and covered with a black plastic bag overnight to

562

allow rehydration prior to leaf and root excision for pressure-volume curve measurements.

563

Root samples about 4-6 cm in length and 2-4 mm in width were carefully cut from the

564

seedlings, gently washed of soil, blotted dry with paper towels, and their water potential and

565

root mass measured sequentially, using the same procedure as is typical for leaf pressure-

566

volume curves. Initial water potentials of roots and leaves were between -1.0 to -2.0 MPa for

567

both species. In mangroves, water potentials close to zero are typically thought to be driven

568

by the presence of large amounts of extracellular water, such that estimates of water potential

569

and relative water content at full turgor are typically lower, near -1.0 MPa (Nguyen et al.,

570

2016). How negative mangrove leaf water potentials and turgor loss points are can depend on

571

both salt management strategy and environmental salinity (Nguyen et al., 2017; Jiang et al.,

572

2017). Pressure-volume curves were constructed by repeatedly measuring the bulk leaf or

573

root water potential using a pressure chamber and subsequently the fresh mass on a balance

574

(resolution of 0.0001 g; Mettler - Toledo Ltd., Greifensee, Switzerland).

575

chamber was kept humidified with wet paper towels to prevent evaporation from the sample

576

during the water potential measurement. Three samples were measured for each structure of

577

each species, and the three replicates were sampled from different individual seedlings.

578

Between consecutive measurements, specimens were briefly exposed to ambient laboratory

18
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air and then enclosed in humidified plastic bags for approximately 20 min to allow

580

equilibration of water potentials, and time intervals between measurements were lengthened

581

when specimens reached the point of turgor loss. After the conclusion of the measurements,

582

leaf and root samples were oven-dried at 70°C for at least 72 h before determining dry mass

583

that was then used in subsequent calculations. The relationship between water potential and

584

water content was determined for each sample and parameters estimated from pressure-

585

volume curves derived using standard methods (Sack and Pasquet-Kok, 2011).

586
587

Data analysis

588

All statistical analyses were conducted using R software (version 3.4.4, R Development Core

589

Team, Vienna, Austria). Cumulative pixel area of embolized vessels was plotted against the

590

corresponding water potential in order to quantify critical percent embolism values (5% and

591

50% of total cumulative embolism) for each sample. We extracted the water potentials for

592

each sample at these critical embolism values directly from the curves. For comparison, we

593

also used the ‘fitplc’ R package to estimate these water potentials at critical embolism values,

594

using both the Weibull and sigmoidal curve fits and compared these to the water potentials

595

extracted directly from the curves. Overall, there was strong agreement across the three sets

596

of estimates for the critical water potential values (Fig. S3). We compared differences

597

between species and organs in the P50 and P5 using ANOVA and, because all three organs

598

were measured concurrently on the same individuals, an error term for the individual plant.

599

ANOVA results were consistent with results from linear mixed effects (LME) models

600

computed using the R package ‘lme4’ (Bates et al., 2014). Based on these results, we

601

analyzed species separately to identify the differences between organs, and because pairwise

602

post-hoc comparison in models with random effects cannot be performed using ANOVA, we

603

computed post-hoc comparisons only for linear mixed effects using the R package

604

‘multcomp’ (Hothorn et al., 2008). Like the ANOVAs, these linear mixed effects models

605

included an interaction between the fixed effects of species and organ and a random effect of

606

individual plant. We also compared our measurements of optical P50 to previously published

607

P50 values measured using hydraulic methods for mangroves in order to better contextualize

608

our measurements.

609
610

Supplemental Data
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Supplemental Figure S1. Initial germination and growth conditions of seedlings at the

612

Guangxi Mangrove Research Center.

613

Supplemental Figure S2. Relationships between water potentials (measured by

614

psychrometer and pressure bomb) and time for three exemplary plants.

615

Supplemental Figure S3. Relationship between water potentials at critical embolism values

616

estimated by curve fitting using the R package ‘fitplc’ and measured directly from optical

617

vulnerability curves.

618

Supplemental Figure S4. Relationships between critical optical embolism values and the

619

number of moles of solutes per root or leaf dry mass.
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Tables

631

Table 1. Comparison of anatomical, pressure-volume, xylem vulnerability, and stomatal

632

conductance traits for roots, stems, and leaves of A. marina and B. gymnorrhiza seedlings.

633

Values represent means ± standard errors for each organ and species (n = 4-5 for embolism

634

vulnerability; n = 3 per organ per species for turgor loss and for xylem anatomy); . Stomatal

635

conductance (gs) data are taken from Jiang et al. (2021a) and was measured during a drought

636

experiment of similarly aged and sized individuals of the same species and populations

637

measured here. Water potentials at which 5% (P5), 12% (P12), 50% (P50), and 88% (P88) of

638

total embolism occurred are reported for each organs. For roots and leaves, the water

639

potential causing turgor loss (Ψtlp) is reported and is based on pressure-volume curves. See

640

text for statistical comparisons.

Species

Organ

P5 (MPa)

P12 (MPa)

P50 (MPa)

P88 (MPa)

Ψtlp (MPa)

Ψ at 5% of

Vessel

Double-wall

maximum

diameter

thickness

measured gs

(µm)

(µm)

(MPa)
A. marina

leaf

-4.91 ± 0.33

-5.12 ± 0.32

-6.12 ± 0.34

-7.37 ±0.43

stem

-5.30 ± 0.46

-5.86 ± 0.59

-8.10 ± 0.34

-10.65

±

-4.36 ± 0.07

-4.35

13.38 ± 0.30

2.28 ± 0.14

NA

NA

23.17 ± 1.68

2.77 ± 0.31

0.74

B. gymnorrhiza
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root

-4.37 ± 0.35

-4.45 ± 0.38

-5.33 ± 0.40

-9.32 ± 1.10

-2.82 ± 0.13

NA

24.82 ± 2.24

2.61 ± 0.15

leaf

-3.38 ± 0.20

-3.44 ± 0.25

-3.87 ± 0.19

-4.37 ± 0.22

-2.68 ± 0.21

-3.25

17.13 ± 1.21

2.36 ± 0.22

stem

-3.85 ± 0.42

-4.15 ± 0.38

-4.69 ± 0.26

-5.18 ± 0.20

NA

NA

30.16 ± 0.19

2.92 ± 0.16

root

-2.58 ± 0.28

-2.69 ± 0.31

-3.42 ± 0.26

-3.78 ± 0.15

-2.32 ± 0.36

NA

38.78 ± 1.09

3.16 ± 0.38

641
642
643
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FIGURE LEGENDS

645

Fig. 1 The coordination between optical vulnerability, stomatal closure, and turgor loss as a

646

function of stem water potential for two mangrove species. Optical vulnerability curves of

647

(a) leaf, (b) stem, and (c) root of Avicennia marina (green lines, n = 5 seedlings), and (d) leaf,

648

(e) stem, and (f) root of Bruguiera gymnorrhiza (purple lines, n = 4 seedlings). The mean

649

water potential causing incipient (5%) of total embolism (P5) ± s.e. (inverted black triangles

650

and error bars) and the mean water potential causing 50% of total embolism (P50) ± s.e.

651

(black circles and error bars) are plotted for each species x organ group. The stomatal

652

conductance (gs) as a function of leaf water potential for each species (blue lines; Jiang et al.,

653

2021a) is plotted in (a) and (d). The mean water potentials at turgor loss (Ψtlp) ± s.e. (dashed

654

lines and grey shading) are plotted for (a,d) leaves and (c,f) roots. Note the different range of

655

water potentials presented for the two species.

656

Fig. 2 Differences in critical embolism thresholds among species and organs of the two

657

mangrove species and compared to previously published data for mangroves. The average (a)

658

P5 and (b) P50 for each organ and of Avicennia marina (green) and Bruguiera gymnorrhiza

659

(purple). P5 is defined as the water potential at which 5% of total embolism occurs, and P50

660

is defined as the water potential at 50% of total embolism. Previously reported P50 values of

661

mature stems of mangroves based on hydraulic vulnerability curves (i.e. not optical

662

vulnerability) are shown by grey points in (b): Laguncularia racemosa (Lr; Ewers et al.,

663

2004), Aegiceras corniculatum (Ac; Jiang et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2021b), Rhizophora

664

mangle (Rm; Sperry et al., 1988; Melcher et al., 2001), Avicennia marina (Am; Jiang et al.,

665

2017; Jiang et al., 2021b), Kandelia obovata (Ko; Jiang et al., 2017) and Bruguiera

666

gymnorrhiza (Bg; Jiang et al., 2017). Note that Melcher et al. (2001) includes data for two

667

populations of Rhizophora mangle, one coastal and one estuarine.

668

Fig. 3 Differences in optical vulnerability among organs within individual plants for two

669

mangrove species. Optical vulnerability curves for each individual plant: (a-e) n = 5 seedlings

670

of A. marina, and (f-i) n = 4 seedlings of B. gymnorrhiza. For each plant, all three organs

671

were measured simultaneously while water potential was measured on the stem by a

672

psychrometer or by periodic measurements of covered leaf water potential using a pressure

673

chamber.

674

Fig. 4 Coordination of optical vulnerability among organs within individual plants.
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644

Relationships between the P50 values of (a) stems and roots, (b) leaves and roots, and (c)

676

leaves and stems of individual seedlings of Avicennia marina (n = 5, dark green) and

677

Bruguiera gymnorrhiza (n = 4, dark purple). Each point represents the P50 value estimated

678

from the optical vulnerability curves presented in Fig. 3. In all panels, dashed lines represent

679

regressions across all points of both species combined, which were all significant. However,

680

(b) only the relationship between leaf P50 and root P50 was significant within species (thick,

681

solid lines). Significance values: *= 0.05 ** = 0.01 *** = 0.001.

682

Fig. 5 Hydraulic safety margins between the water potentials at which 5% of total embolism

683

(P5) and turgor loss (Ψtlp) occur. Colored points are for leaves and roots of A. marina (green)

684

and B. gymnorrhiza (purple). Points represent means, and segments represent standard

685

errors. The solid line represents the 1:1 line, where there is no safety margin.

686

Fig. 6 Differences in xylem anatomy among organs for two mangrove species. Vessel

687

diameter distributions from (a,d) leaf midribs, (b,e) stems, (c,f) main roots of seedlings of (a-

688

c) Avicennia marina and (d-f) Bruguiera gymnorrhiza. Insets show representative cross-

689

sections of each organ of each species. Scale bars in each image are 100 µm in length.

690

Fig. 7 No effect of xylem anatomical traits on optical vulnerability to embolism.

691

Relationships between (a-c) the water potential causing 5% of total embolism (P5) or (d-f) the

692

water potential causing 50% of total embolism (P50 )and xylem anatomical traits: (a, d)

693

thickness-to-span ratio (t/b)3, (b, e) the double-wall thickness between adjacent conduits (t),

694

and (c, f) vessel diameter (b). Organ-specific P5 and P50 values were estimated from optical

695

vulnerability curves presented in Fig. 4, and xylem hydraulic traits for each organ were

696

measured from anatomical images. Each point represents the mean value in roots (n = 40-56),

697

stem (n = 96-121), and midrib (n = 193-325), respectively, and line segments represent

698

standard error. In (d-f), grey points represent published data for Acer pseudoplatanus (Losso

699

et al., 2018), Fagus sylvatica (Losso et al., 2018), Olea europaea (Rodriguez-Dominguez et

700

al., 2018), Betula pubescens (Avila et al., 2021), and sun and shade leaves and stems of

701

Phellodendron amurense and Ilex verticillata (Avila et al., 2021).

702

Fig. 8 Conceptual diagram showing the hypothesized and actual order of and coordination

703

between different drought response thresholds. Green arrows indicate increasing stomatal

704

conductance (gs), and blue cells indicate turgid (solid) and flaccid (shaded) cells. Graphics

705

depict embolized conduits (orange) and functional conduits (blue) in leaves, stems, and roots.

706

All physiological events are plotted as a function of water potential (Ψ). Mangroves were
23
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675

hypothesized to be very drought tolerant with large safety margins between stomatal closure,

708

turgor loss, and incipient embolism formation and for leaves to be more vulnerable than both

709

roots and stems. Instead we found that these critical drought thresholds occurred over a

710

narrow range of water potentials and that turgor loss and incipient embolism formation

711

occurred at less negative water potentials in roots than they did in stems.

712

24
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Fig. 1 The coordination between optical vulnerability, stomatal closure, and turgor loss as a
function of stem water potential for two mangrove species. Optical vulnerability curves of (a)
leaf, (b) stem, and (c) root of Avicennia marina (green lines, n = 5 seedlings), and (d) leaf, (e)
stem, and (f) root of Bruguiera gymnorrhiza (purple lines, n = 4 seedlings). The mean water
potential causing incipient (5%) of total embolism (P5) ± s.e. (inverted black triangles and error
bars) and the mean water potential causing 50% of total embolism (P50) ± s.e. (black circles and
error bars) are plotted for each species x organ group. The stomatal conductance (gs) as a
function of leaf water potential for each species (blue lines; Jiang et al., 2021a) is plotted in (a)
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a

Bruguiera gymnorrhiza

and (d). The mean water potentials at turgor loss (Ψtlp) ± s.e. (dashed lines and grey shading)
are plotted for (a,d) leaves and (c,f) roots. Note the different range of water potentials
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presented for the two species.
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Fig. 2 Differences in critical embolism thresholds among species and organs of the two
mangrove species and compared to previously published data for mangroves. The average (a)
P5 and (b) P50 for each organ and of Avicennia marina (green) and Bruguiera gymnorrhiza
(purple). P5 is defined as the water potential at which 5% of total embolism occurs, and P50 is
defined as the water potential at 50% of total embolism. Previously reported P50 values of
mature stems of mangroves based on hydraulic vulnerability curves (i.e. not optical
vulnerability) are shown by grey points in (b): Laguncularia racemosa (Lr; Ewers et al., 2004),
Aegiceras corniculatum (Ac; Jiang et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2021b), Rhizophora mangle (Rm;
Sperry et al., 1988; Melcher et al., 2001), Avicennia marina (Am; Jiang et al., 2017; Jiang et al.,
2021b), Kandelia obovata (Ko; Jiang et al., 2017) and Bruguiera gymnorrhiza (Bg; Jiang et al.,
2017). Note that Melcher et al. (2001) includes data for two populations of Rhizophora mangle,
one coastal and one estuarine.
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Fig. 3 Differences in optical vulnerability among organs within individual plants for two
mangrove species. Optical vulnerability curves for each individual plant: (a-e) n = 5 seedlings of
A. marina, and (f-i) n = 4 seedlings of B. gymnorrhiza. For each plant, all three organs were
measured simultaneously while water potential was measured on the stem by a psychrometer
or by periodic measurements of covered leaf water potential using a pressure chamber.
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Fig. 4 Coordination of optical vulnerability among organs within individual plants. Relationships
between the P50 values of (a) stems and roots, (b) leaves and roots, and (c) leaves and stems of
individual seedlings of Avicennia marina (n = 5, dark green) and Bruguiera gymnorrhiza (n = 4,
dark purple). Each point represents the P50 value estimated from the optical vulnerability
curves presented in Fig. 3. In all panels, dashed lines represent regressions across all points of
both species combined, which were all significant. However, (b) only the relationship between
leaf P50 and root P50 was significant within species (thick, solid lines). Significance values: *=
0.05 ** = 0.01 *** = 0.001.
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Fig. 5 Hydraulic safety margins between the water potentials at which 5% of total embolism (P5)
and turgor loss (Ψtlp) occur. Colored points are for leaves and roots of A. marina (green) and B.
gymnorrhiza (purple). Points represent means, and segments represent standard errors. The
solid line represents the 1:1 line, where there is no safety margin.
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Fig. 6 Differences in xylem anatomy among organs for two mangrove species. Vessel diameter
distributions from (a,d) leaf midribs, (b,e) stems, (c,f) main roots of seedlings of (a-c) Avicennia
marina and (d-f) Bruguiera gymnorrhiza. Insets show representative cross-sections of each
organ of each species. Scale bars in each image are 100 µm in length.
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Fig. 7 No effect of xylem anatomical traits on optical vulnerability to embolism. Relationships
between (a-c) the water potential causing 5% of total embolism (P5) or (d-f) the water potential
causing 50% of total embolism (P50 )and xylem anatomical traits: (a, d) thickness-to-span ratio
(t/b)3, (b, e) the double-wall thickness between adjacent conduits (t), and (c, f) vessel diameter
(b). Organ-specific P5 and P50 values were estimated from optical vulnerability curves
presented in Fig. 4, and xylem hydraulic traits for each organ were measured from anatomical
images. Each point represents the mean value in roots (n = 40-56), stem (n = 96-121), and
midrib (n = 193-325), respectively, and line segments represent standard error. In (d-f), grey
points represent published data for Acer pseudoplatanus (Losso et al., 2018), Fagus sylvatica
(Losso et al., 2018), Olea europaea (Rodriguez-Dominguez et al., 2018), Betula pubescens (Avila
et al., 2021), and sun and shade leaves and stems of Phellodendron amurense and Ilex
verticillata (Avila et al., 2021).
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Fig. 8 Conceptual diagram showing the hypothesized and actual order of and coordination
between different drought response thresholds. Green arrows indicate increasing stomatal
conductance (gs), and blue cells indicate turgid (solid) and flaccid (shaded) cells. Graphics depict
embolized conduits (orange) and functional conduits (blue) in leaves, stems, and roots. All
physiological events are plotted as a function of water potential (Ψ). Mangroves were
hypothesized to be very drought tolerant with large safety margins between stomatal closure,
turgor loss, and incipient embolism formation and for leaves to be more vulnerable than both
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turgor
loss

roots and stems. Instead we found that these critical drought thresholds occurred over a
narrow range of water potentials and that turgor loss and incipient embolism formation
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occurred at less negative water potentials in roots than they did in stems.
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